STRANGE PLAYGROUNDS:
SCRAMBLING SANDS
SERVANT SANDS
BY LIN DERONG

Strange Playgrounds is a two part artwork that juxtaposes the
domestic use of sand on a granular scale, against the enormous sand
dunes stockpiled by the state.
As an island state without hinterland and natural resources, Singapore
stockpiles emergency inventories of imported sand in response to
the rising and diminishing economic demands and international
geopolitics. Enormous sand dunes and desert-like landscapes
emerge strategically around Singapore to uphold national security
and satisfy our thirst for sand. The film Scrambling Sands presents the
state’s sand in a series of single channel video that documents these
stockpile sites in Singapore: Seletar Link, Pulau Punggol Timor, and
Tampines Avenue 10. As the camera fixes its gaze on the sand dunes,
these observational shots aim at capturing fleeting atmospheric
qualities and the traces of microscopic movements within the inert
and static sand dunes that sit austerely against a still and sunless
sky. The physical space becomes an object of study and also a visual
documentation in the form of slow motion frames and still images.
As passing wind blows over, a few tipper truck drives past while a
series of movements unfold in a languid pace. One sequence beside
an airspace, one by a coast, and one by a highway, this series of
footage gives hints but do not reveal the provenance of sand as a
state resource. Whereas in the second part, Servant Sands, it is a set
of printed text and drawings that depict sand use in our everyday
lives in an A to Z glossary structure.
The purpose for the two part separation is to document overlapping
time lapse motions and the spatial atmosphere of the two contrasting
sand landscapes in two different medium. As the surreal stockpiles
are set against the frolic and idiosyncratic nature of sand, they draw
attention to the on-going spatial separation between sand as a
subjective matter in the everyday domestic, and sand as an objective
state’s narrative that is manifested into surreal sand dunes. In line
with the larger research interest on the avocation of sand play and
its tactile emotive nature, it is a ground-up reflection upon our
relationship with sand in Singapore.
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The prevalent use of sand covers us from making
good cement, building sand castles, clearing up oil
spills, constructing sand traps on golf courses, to
laying building foundations. The value system of
sand is one that is instrumental in our everyday
lives, which extends beyond the recreational
and beyond constructing land. Working behind
the everyday scenes, they might come across as
unexpected. Hence, understanding this granular
material is important to countless aspects of our
lives. Given the sheer diversity of sand use in the
domestic, it is difficult to map out all the possible
relationships between people and sand. Therefore,
Servant Sands falls back on the A-Z glossary
structure to narrate sand in a miscellany form that
highlights its value systems. It explores the rich
human context of sand and its seemingly banal
everyday use in the domestic realm – taken from
the ground up perspective of how people interact
and understand sand.
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Aquarium

Beach

Cleaning Agent

Defense Barrier

Simulating a sea/river bed
for your aqua pets.

Loose granular material
transported around the
world and hugs the coasts
creating a blanket.

Suck up those messy oil
spills from garage spills.

Sand will absorb all the
shockwaves and stop the
projectile trajectory.
Ba-boom! Piu piu piu!

Desert

Electronics

Foundry

Golf

Think Sahara, Great
Australian, Gobi and
Neveda. Dont’ forget
the camelsw, cactus and
Lawrence of Arabia.

Sand is found in the
production of microchips,
nanotechnology, and all
these “rocket science
stuff”.

Also known as
moulding sand used for
manufacture of metal
casting. When moistened,
compressed, oiled or
heated, it tends to pack
well and hold its shape.

Sand traps to catch all
your flying balls.
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Sentosa

Jewelry

Kitchen

Leisure

It is an “island getaway”
down south of Singapore.
Think fine clean sands
at Palawan, Siloso and
Tanjong Beaches.

To either produce your
bling blings, or encase it in
sterling silver. Whichever
you prefer.

Keep a small bucket of
sand near a charcoal grill
for dousing flare-ups.

From hedonistic pleasures
during ZoukOut at
Sentosa (see island) to
taking instagram worthy
shots at Padang Pasir
Klebang Melaka.

Mummies

Nanotechnology

Ostrich

Playground

To preservation and
dehydrate the bodies.

Helps to make incredibly
small things that behave
in unusual ways and
achieve remarkable feats.

Counter to normative
perceptions, they do not
bury their heads into sand
ground. They, however,
feed on sand and ingest
pebbles and grit.

Cushioning s area and
make sand castles without
going to the beach.
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Quicksand

Greyhound Racing

Stadium

Urine Pits

Stop moving and get help!

Greyhound or not, most
dogs love a good run
and cavort around sand
tracks.

Cushioning for Track-andField events.

For your feline’s litter box.

Vine

Wuḍūʾ

Zen Garden

Vines produces grape and
in turn, makes good wine.
Vines thrive in nothing
but sand.

Islamic procedure for
washing parts of the
body, a type of ritual
purification. Sand is used
instead of water in some
occasions.

Yard
Fill a 5-gallon bucket with
sand and about a quart of
old motor oil. Knock soil
off tools after use. Brush
off the sand and store the
tools as usual.

Stay cool and calm down.
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